Heavy and robust, the Hydro is ideal for water lighting a variety of elements, from fountains to waterfalls and rock structures. The cast brass body offers sleek lines while the large base design keeps the Hydro in place. Use the Hydro as a back, side or accent light for the perfect grazing or shadow effect. Recess the Hydro in water areas for the ultimate underwater lighting effect.

Robust, discrete and versatile describes the Solstice design and function. A powerful in-ground well light, the Solstice is drive-over rated. The Solstice can cast an ample beam spread against any landscape element. The internal stainless steel gimble ring holds the secondary cast brass and glass-filled nylon body in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body.

Tough and resilient describes the Zenith’s design and function. A strong and powerful in-ground well light, the Zenith is drive-over rated. Its commercial brass grate gives it a rugged quality without compromising aesthetic design. The internal stainless steel gimble ring holds the lamp in place while allowing vertical and horizontal adjustments within the composite body.

The Newton offers a half dome eyelid which directs parallel light output. Its frosted designer lens softens the beam spread to create a warm glow while still being powerful enough to provide safety and security. The Newton comes standard with a specially designed PBT body for wall mounting options.
**Hydro**
- Cast brass construction
- High temperature gasket
- 50’ Premium grade SJTW cable
- Cord grip cable sealing and retention
- Water tight tempered step glass lens
- Submergible in depths up to 3’
- 8W max. MR16 LED lamp / 50W max. halogen
- Natural brass finish standard
- Limited lifetime warranty

**Solstice**
- Cast brass and PBT construction
- Vertical and horizontal beam adjustment
- 50’ Premium grade direct burial cable
- Potted connections
- Water tight tempered step glass lens
- 8W max. MR16 LED lamp / 50W max. halogen
- Weathered brass finish standard
- Limited lifetime warranty

**Zenith**
- Cast brass and PBT construction
- 50’ premium grade SJTW cable
- Water tight tempered step glass
- Drive-over rated
- 8W max. MR16 LED lamp / 50W max. halogen
- Weathered brass finish standard
- 4 wiring access ports
- Limited lifetime warranty

**Newton**
- Cast brass and PBT construction
- 50’ Premium grade direct service cable
- Elastic sealing and retension plug
- Water tight tempered step glass
- 8W max. MR16 LED lamp / 50W max. halogen
- Weathered brass finish standard
- Limited lifetime warranty